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Abstract— In today’s generation there are various options to 

creatively present ideas in interesting way. The more we 

showcase any content in interesting way, the more people get 

involved. One of such way is the holograms and is trending 

now a days. Included in this paper are the developments of 

interactive holographic displays that allow freely moving 

naked eye participant to share a three dimensional scene with 

fully continuous, observer independent, parallax. Our 

approach is based on a scalable design that exploits a 

specially arranged projector and a holographic screen. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This is the world of information and hence it is very important 

for everyone to communicate with every other person. This 

information in best way possible to enhance the chance of 

transformation in technology. There doesn’t exist a system 

which will showcase this information in a collaborative and 

interactive format. 

We present a method for computing holographic 

patterns for the generation of three-dimensional (3-D) 

holographic images as per the interactions of the observer 

with the hologram through the movement of hardware part. 

We will use this method to render holograms on a 

conventional computer graphics workstation. The project 

emphasizes on development of an efficient algorithm for 

computing the holo videos according to the user’s interaction. 

These holo videos are then projected using a Pepper Ghost 

Pyramid. Holo video displays are ideal for numerous 3-D 

visualization applications, and promise to provide 3-D 

images with extreme realism. 

Three-dimensional video displays that can generate 

ghost-like optical duplicates of 3-D objects and scenes have 

been depicted in science-fiction movies as futuristic means of 

visual media tools; such display devices always attracted 

public interest [1]. 

II. RELATED WORK  

Improved Hologram Calculation for Correlated Video 

Frames Marc Bernau TU Dortmund University, 

Communication Technology Institute, Dortmund, and 

German [1]. This paper presents an algorithm for real-time 

calculation of computer generated holograms. The proposed 

algorithm is especially designed for highly correlated video 

frames as it uses the hologram of frame n as initialization for 

the calculation of frame n+1. Application is laser-based 

projection for handheld devices or head-up displays. This 

paper focuses on the correlated video frames where the 

calculation of computer generated hologram is done. The 

technique used here for hologram projection is laser but the 

interactive holograms will include projection of hologram 

using Pepper Ghost Technique. 

 

A Projection System for Real World Three-

Dimensional Objects Using Spatial Light Modulators 

Unnikrishnan Gopinathan, David S. Monaghan, Bryan M. 

Hennelly, Conor P. Mc Elhinney, Damien P. Kelly, John B. 

McDonald, Thomas J. Naughton, and John T. Sheridan[2]. 

An algorithm to encode the digital holograms of real world 

objects on to an SLM is presented. The project present results 

from experiments to project holograms of real world 

holograms using a sematic liquid crystal SLM. We discuss 

the case when the pixel sizes of the charge-coupled device 

(CCD) and SLM used for recording the hologram and 

projection are different. Index Terms—Holography, liquid 

crystal displays, spatial light, modulators, three-dimensional 

(3D) displays. The above paper uses LCD for projection of 

hologram. In interactive holograms we are going to use an 

LCD along with hardware sensor which will be synchronized 

with system to make changes as per user’s gestures. 

Rapid extraction of 3D regions of interest from 

digital holograms Weichang Li1, Nick \Loomis2, Qiao Hu1 

and Cabell Davis1 1 Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, 

Woods Hole, MA 02543 2 MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139[3]. 

Selective reconstruction with data reduction is the key to 

efficient data analysis and high quality image reconstructions 

from digital holograms. This paper presents an efficient 

method of extracting 3D regions of interest (ROTs) of object 

volume directly from a hologram. The new method consists 

of a rapid focus detection algorithm, a summation kernel for 

computing a sum image onto which of a sequence of object 

images are projected and an image segmentation algorithm. 

The focus detection algorithm is based on the 11 norm of the 

object spectral components and works directly on the 

hologram. It estimates the depth distances at which objects 

can be found in-focus. The summation kernel is then 

employed to obtain sum images that are effectively the 

parallel projection of object images located within each 

detected range of focusing distances. 

  The lateral support of these ROTs are then obtained 

by segmenting these sum images. The whole process does not 

require full reconstruction of the object images throughout 

the 3D volume. Based on a lens-less DHI camera system 

jointly developed at MIT and WHOI, the new 3D ROI 

extraction technique has been applied to plankton holograms 

obtained in the laboratory and on shipboard. Results from 

plankton holograms are demonstrated. This paper focuses on 

the data reduction through which high quality image 

reconstructions for digital holograms are performed. It 

estimates the depth distances at which objects can be found 

in focus. This project is not interactive with the user which 

makes it feature deficient. 

III. PROPOSED WORK  

As we saw in above mentioned papers there were holograms 

projection system which were projecting only image of an 

object but our system will be interactive which will respond 

as per the hardware circuit’s movement done by the user. 
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A. System Architecture: 

The project consists of a sensor, Software to make hologram 

interactive, a LCD Screen and a Pepper Ghost Pyramid 

(Hologram Projector). The arrangement of all the required 

equipment is shown in the following block diagram. 

 
Fig. 3.1: Block Diagram of Interactive Hologram 

Pepper's ghost is a well-known technique in theatre 

productions that allows the appearance of a semi-transparent 

and perhaps flying ghost on the stage. This technique has also 

been used with digital display to create a mixed reality (MR) 

system, where dynamic virtual objects are presented together 

with the static diorama. The usual pepper's ghost setup does 

not allow the presentation of the virtual objects in different z 

location. This paper describes the development of a pepper's 

ghost MR system that is able to display the virtual objects in 

varying z locations. In this implementation, we used six 

layers of polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) as the 

projection screens. By adjusting the on/off status of the PDLC 

layer, we were able to present objects at different depths. [7] 

1) Size   And   Bandwidth   Specifications   For   A  

Satisfactorypepper Ghost Holographic Display: 

This display system uses a technique that is often referred to 

as Pepper's Ghost. It was first invented by Giambattista Della 

Portal in 1584 and has been commonly used in theatre. Some 

of its famous uses include  Alexander  McQueen's 

performance with Kate Moss,  Tupac's CG  concert cameo, 

and numerous  Hatsune Miku concert  performances. 

Although "hologram" is often found in the title of these 

display systems - they have no holographic qualities. A 

hologram refers to a specific medium that stores image data 

through a laser, a holographic sub strait and interference 

pattern. Pepper's Ghost uses a much simpler technique that 

merely reflects an image off of a surface to create an illusion 

of a 3D object floating in physical space. 

 
Fig. 2: Construction Layout of a Hologram Projector. 

 
Fig. 3: Construction of a Pepper Ghost Pyramid 

B. Holo Videos: 

Holo video is a technique that compresses 3D range video 

into standard 2D image format with high fidelity in real time, 

thus it allows for delivering 3D videos in real time on 

commodity hardware, such as a laptop computer. The 

ultimate objective of the software will be to control the 

motion of objects in this holo video. 

 
Fig. 4: Holo video Image 
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C. Circuit Diagram of A Sensor: 

This motion detector circuit uses a low cost LM324 quad 

operational amplifier as both a two stage amplifier and a 

window comparator. Amplifiers IC1A and IC1B have a gain 

of 100 each for a total of about 10,000. 

IC1C and IC1D form a window comparator that 

responds to signals about 200 millivolts above and 200 

millivolts below Vcc/2. This window is set by the low current 

voltage drops across D1 and D2. Comparator outputs feed 

through D3 and D4 that pass only the positive transitions into 

CD4538 CMOS single shot IC2 which feeds into Q1 that 

drives relay RY1. 

`This motion detector circuit will both detect motion 

and indicate the direction that an infrared emitting body is 

moving. The amplifier and comparator circuits are similar to 

those in Fig 6. Potentiometer R10 is a sensitivity adjustment 

to vary the detection range. 

IC2 is a CD4538 dual single shot. The first single 

shot to receive a trigger input from IC1C or IC1D will turn its 

output on to indicate the direction of detection and will also 

inhibit the other single shot so that it cannot be triggered 

while the first single shot is on. Potentiometer R15 adjusts the 

amount of time that an output remains on after motion is 

detected. 

This type of motion detector can be used to indicate 

people entering or leaving a building or in some robotic 

applications. 

The R10 and C6 time constant determine how long 

the relay remains energized after motion is detected. All 

components can operate on 5 to 12 volts. This type of circuit 

is often used to turn a light on outside of a house when motion 

is detected. 

 
Fig. 5: Circuit Diagram of the Motion Detector 

The circuit is designed such that it will support all 

kinds of computer hardware. 

After all the parts are complete, they are merged as 

per the layout shown in the block diagram of Fig.1. 

D. Algorithm of The Software: 

Step  

1) Start 

2) Accept the input from the motion sensor.  

3) Take it as an input in the software.  

4) Identify the predefined motion of the holo video 

corresponding to the inputted motion sensed.  

5) Display the result holo video on the screen of an LCD.  

6) Projection of holo video through the pyramid  

7) Resultant hologram displayed to the user in the pyramid.  

8) Stop.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

The trend of holographic projection is growing rapidly. 

Reasonable sizes and resolutions seem to be sufficient for a 

stationary observer with no lateral or rotational motion. Less 

expensive than physical models and rapid prototyping 

solutions, our holographic solutions enhance understanding 

and build confidence by enabling complex information to be 

understood quickly, and allows for faster analysis and 

decision making. Visualize the medical anatomy, a proven 

more effective mechanism for training and education. The 

ability to visually represent the work to be completed in a way 

that allows for easy, collaborative viewing and review 

without the use of expensive one-time physical models or 

special glasses is a core new tool for engineers and 

construction managers. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

Currently the idea is to make use of a hardware circuit as a 

medium to take input from the user but in future user’s can 

interact with the system using hand gestures. This can be 

made possible using proximity sensors. 

This concept is going to be implemented in 

computers howeverv in future it can be implemented in 

mobile phones and any other systems as well. 
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